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The features marked with a star (*) are based entirely on material taken straight  
from standard research (and other Official and Therefore Always Correct) literature.  
Many of the other articles are genuine, too, but we don’t know which ones.

On the Front Cover

Slightly-stylized 

interpretation of 
detail from the study 
“Dental Fracture and 
Chocolate Candies: 
Case Report.” See 
page 15.

Some Coming Events
The Covid-19 pandemic has introduced 
excitingly boundless uncertainty as to 
whether, when, where, and how various 
public activities will happen in the near 
future. In 2021 most (but not all?) will 
happen teledistantly. 

See IMPROBABLE.COM for details of  
these and other events:

 Jan 11, 2021  

Intersci, Edinburgh, Scotland

Jan 16, 2021   

Arisia, Boston, MA, USA

Feb 11, 2021 

AAAS Annual Meeting (this year 
teledistantly)

Feb 22, 2021 

Israel Physics Society Conference

September 9, 2021 

The 31st First Annual Ig Nobel Prize 
Ceremony

2021 (Dates TBD, pandemic permitting) 
Ig Nobel EuroTour

2021 (Dates TBD, pandemic permitting) 
Japan

Where !ere’s More 
There’s always new improbable — it’s not what you expect! — stuff  

on the Improbable Research blog at IMPROBABLE.COM

The Improbable Research podcast is back!

https://www.improbable.com/ 
category/the-weekly-improbable-research-podcast/

 IFC Ways to Use This Magazine
 
Special Section: Chocolate
 6 May We Recommend: Mindful Chocolate Consumption*

 7 Chocolate and Higher Cognition*

 9 Depression and Chocolate?*

 11 Chocolate, Suicide, and Murder*

 12 Chocolate and Surveying: Cravings, Guilt, and Bribery*

 15 Medical Research Review: Fractured Teeth, Softened Stools?*

 17 Chocolate Research Review: Cookie Mapping, Winter Chocolate*

 19 Chocolate-Driven Physiology: Scuba Diving, Pulse of Consumers*

 21 Chocolate In or And or As Other Foods*

 24  Children Research Review: Clap Snack, Chocolate,  
Sweetened Infants*

 26 Protecting Large Hollow Chocolate Bunnies*
 
Improbable Research Reviews
 4 Improbable Research: Hair Ship, Exasperated Last Speakers*
 28  Ig® and Beyond: Taste-Altering Cup Color, Why Clothes  

Don’t Fall Apart*

News & Notes
 2  AIR Vents (letters from our readers): Nosewitnessing and Big Heads

 27 Teachers’Guide

 30  Ig Nobel Limericks: Syrup Swimming, Didgeridoo Sleeping*

 31 Editorial Board

 31 Index of Special Issues

 IBC Unclassified Ads

artistic 
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by Marc Abrahams, Improbable Research sta!

There are few peer-reviewed papers 
on the subject of designing and testing 
an improved packaging for large 
hollow chocolate bunnies. Of these, the 
most bouncily thorough is one called 
“Designing and Testing an Improved 
Packaging for Large Hollow Chocolate 
Bunnies.” Though just seven pages long, 
it contains everything a research report 
ought to have. 

“Designing and Testing an Improved 
Packaging for Large Hollow 
Chocolate Bunnies,” Gerald W. 
Greenway and Raul Enrique Garcia 
Via, TAPPI Journal, vol. 80, no. 8, 
August 1977, p. 133. (Thanks to Lars 
Martinsson and Frank Sutman for 
bringing this to our attention.)

The opening section describes the nature 
of the problem: “to test the properties 
required for the packaging of hollow 
chocolate Easter bunnies to resist any 
hazards in the distribution environment.” 
The concluding section suggests that 
more research is needed.
The experiments are described in clear, 
spare prose, as are the materials (“The 
product for our tests was a hollow milk 
chocolate figure with the shape of an 
Easter Bunny”), the testing equipment 
(“The drop testing machine had two drop 
leaves controlled with a foot paddle”), 
and the procedures (“Each series of nine 
bunnies per design was divided into three 
sets each of three packed bunnies.”) 
At the end comes a list of references, 
one of which is C.M. Harris’s gently 
moving classic, “Shock and Vibration 
Handbook.”
The paper is visually informative. 
There are four charts and seven 
technical renderings. Figure number 7 
is a perspective drawing of a chocolate 
bunny. The bunny is wearing an 
apron and holding a carrot, and has no 
legs. The ears point straight up. The 
facial expression is enigmatically bland, 
suggesting both Mona Lisa and mid-career 
clerk while resembling neither.

Detail from the study.
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The bunny-packaging scientists, Gerald M. Greenway and Raul Enrique Garcia Via of 
the University of Missouri-Rolla’s Package Sealing Laboratory, list their results and 
discuss their conclusions. They identify the study’s limitations, especially the main one 
that “Availability of materials — especially bunnies — was a constraint during this 
experiment.” Overall, the paper is just as readable now as when it was published in 
1997.
Although there are, as already mentioned, few peer-reviewed papers on the subject of 
designing and testing an improved packaging for large hollow chocolate bunnies, there 
is a considerable body of published research concerning other problems in the discipline 
of packaging. Want a good introduction to the chemical physics of plastic bags? P.M. 
Vilela and a colleague at 
Pontificia Universidad 
Católica del Perú, in 
Lima, published a corker 
in the European Journal 
of Physics. It involves 
deformation, spaghetti, 
Boltzmann’s superposition 
principle, non-linear least-
squares fits to the viscous 
creep, gentle wriggles, and a 
warmly satisfying title:

“Viscoelasticity: Why 
Plastic Bags Give Way 
When You Are Halfway 
Home,” P.M. Vilela 
and D. Thompson, 
European Journal of 
Physics, vol. 20,  
no. 1, January 1999,  
pp. 15-20.
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AIR Teachers’ Guide
Three out of five teachers agree: curiosity is a dangerous thing, especially in students.  
If you are one of the other two teachers, AIR and mini-AIR can be powerful tools. 

Choose your favorite hAIR-raising article and give copies to your students. The  
approach is simple. The scientist thinks that he (or she, or whatever), of all people,  
has discovered something about how the universe behaves. So:

•  Is this scientist right—and what does “right” mean, anyway?
•  Can you think of even one different explanation that works as well or better?
•  Did the test really, really, truly, unquestionably, completely test what the author 

thought he was testing?
•  Is the scientist ruthlessly honest with himself about how well his idea explains 

everything, or could he be suffering from wishful thinking?
•  Some people might say this is foolish. Should you take their word for it?
•  Other people might say this is absolutely correct and important.  

Should you take their word for it?

Kids are naturally good scientists. Help them stay that way. 


